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yes this video is going to be a big one because we're talking about how to write an actual text
response today I'm going to take you through planning introductions body paragraphs steel
structure conclusion give you examples as we go through using the text Matt Phair so if you are
not speak Macbeth don't stress because this is really just to give you a general example and
with the knowledge that you can take away from this video you should be able to apply that to
your own text text response is something that we do all the way from year 7 through 10 year 12
so let's just get through this and at the end of it I hope that everything makes sense to you guys
and if it doesn't put your questions down in the comment section below and I'll either answer
them in a comment or hurt me even do a video on them if I think it's you know important enough
for us to go into detail so yeah let's get into it so the essay topic we're using today is Macbeth
deserves his downfall discuss to start off with I always write a plan and a plan is incredibly
essential because it just sets everything in motion ahead of time ensures that you stay on track
and that you won't go off topic later on so I actually did a video on this which I'll link up above for
you guys go ahead and watch that if you want more details on how to actually write a plan and
in that video I go through with you how I would physically write out a plan myself so I think it was
actually very helpful for a lot of students and teachers showed it in schools so yeah go ahead
and check it out so firstly I look at keywords and for me the key words are Macbeth deserves
downfall and of course you can chuck and discuss truth if you want I know that this is pretty
much the entire prompt itself but you know the short of the prompt the more crucial HP word
becomes contention so a contention is the overall argument about the topic your contingent
should be bran from your own opinion so ask yourself what do I think about the prompt do I
agree do I disagree am I on the fence are there any other important Russians I think need to be
discussed your contention then becomes the point you're trying to prove throughout your entire
essay (also you can buy an essay from the service to which students CheetahPapers pay for
research paper online) for example if a prompt is Macbeth deserves his downfall discuss your
contention should be could be while fate and other characters contribute to Macbeth's demise
he's ultimately responsible and therefore deserving of his self-inflicted downfall then you move
into arguments your arguments support your overall contention and appoints to prove your
contention each essay usually has around three to five main arguments which become your
body paragraphs for example you could have argument won the witches prophesy and Lady
Macbeth taunts set inversion Macbeth tragic fate argument true

